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Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is found worldwide, affecting approximately 1% of 
the total population and all races.  It affects three times as many women as 
men.  The onset of RA occurs most frequently between the ages of 30 and 50 
years (LeMone, 1639)  But it can also occur in childhood (Still's Disease).  I 
was diagnosed at 20.

my arthritic heart

I
pretty young poets
describe trees
as 'arthritic'
as if they, or trees,
would know

II
'you're too young to have that'
said everyone. 
after 20 years
am I old enough yet?

III
hammer with drugs
the immune raging
that hammers me, who
needs heroin?

IV
lazy lazy
ought to get a job
at parties
in the eighties
unemployed, for any 
reason, equalled
dole bludger,
fair dinkum

V
life in the slow lane
my brilliant career
slips down the drain
and then
there's the pain ...

ambition's for winners
said the rich doctor 
little me, 23,
didn't know yet
i wasn't one



VI
my long-dead grandfather's
walking stick, (etched 1896)
steadied my standing
made strangers ask
what was wrong
with my leg 
as if they had 
some right to know.

one day
the stick got
stolen from a squat
and I would have mourned
much more for its loss
had it not been 
a pain-free day
had i not walked
unaided all the way

VII
mr ambitious, keen to
get into my pants
lead me a merry dance
spat it out like a curse

you're just 
 a cripple
 with no future

living on the goodwill
of an invalid pensioner
he takes the tram to work 
in his freshly-ironed shirt

 you're just
 a cripple
 with no future

and he's pierre cardin 
expensive french cologne
can't cook, or even pay his way
but knows well how to criticise
the average dimensions of my thighs

 i'm just
 a cripple 
 with no future
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and so
i shift his furniture
his lovely clothes
his big ego
onto the front verandah

and change the locks
bolt my poor heart
take the painkillers
and cry in the dark

VIII
because of where i've been
i overdose compassion
pour the tea and listen
for years and years, with no return,
until the day my bandaged hands 
can't hold and pour anymore
and my mind can't bear another 
knocking at the door.  the day 
i take the nipple from the red
slashed mouth of the insatiable
is the day the  bitching starts

and so the phone stops ringing
and i stare at television
to silence the sadness seeping
from my arthritic heart

IX
they say they are mapping
the DNA code
and will find that switch
that creates overload
will learn how to turn it
off and on
but i can't get excited
i've waited so long
for my prospects to change
for the pain to be gone



27 years

hard to believe it's been 27 years since you
stared at my burgeoning 13-year-old breasts
from your hospital bed, marvelling and horrified
at the same time, at your child so quickly
becoming.  then heralding a new world
with your ashes scattered over those roses,
a world that did not include your blue eyes,
filled with love and future.  i have wandered,
fatherless, these years, and in times of hardship
- and there have been many – still recall you
with hot bitter tears:  the throwing of balls to hands
like sieves, your laughter at how i threw 'like a girl',
the vision of your speckled skin against white sand,
your shy half-smile at a child's bright prattling.
but, girl no longer, your leaving was childhood's
death knell, and the world since has never be so kind,
so loving.  father, if you had stayed, what poem
would i have been?

The course of rheumatoid arthritis is variable and fluctuating.  Remissions are
most likely to occur in the first year of the disease.  The rate at which joint 
deformities develop is not constant.  Disease progression is fastest during the 
first 6 years, slowing thereafter.  RA contributes to a shortened life 
expectancy, with death often attributed to infection and gastrointestinal 
bleeding (typically resulting from the long-term use of anti-inflammatory 
drugs and thrombocytopenia).  (LeMone, 1641)
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The dose of aspirin required to achieve a therapeutic blood level and its full 
anti-inflammatory effect is approximately 4 g per day in divided doses 

(three or four 5 gr tablets qid).  This is just under the toxic dose, which 
produces tinnitus and hearing loss.  (LeMone, 1643)  Repeated hitting about 
the head produces a similar effect.

becoming

continually punished
my sin was
that of becoming

her
hitting and hitting
and hitting
me

for not letting
her dictate
my self
to the letter

as if what resides
within this brain
as if this blood
typed rare and strange
belonged to her
to shape or maim

years on
i still carry the thrum
- her hand whipping through air 
to connect with skin –

and am grateful that
eyes, spidered
with red capillaries
and skin, blushing red
with the force of her slaps

healed fairly quickly,
(physically).

I learned
to hold elbows in
close to my belly
head bowed and hands
clawed like an eagle's talons



clawed in the way
later illness would emulate

leaving me, madam frankenstein
to unlearn these things:
pain’s language, politics
of fear, and medical marvels
that leave me lying
drugged and helpless here.
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she ran

tells her she is worthless
- bitch, hag, whore -
and she shrinks to the size of a pea
outwardly eats herself whole

fat, shunned in the schoolyard, and cannot
speak, is shy and full of pain and grief, full
of loss for times now past - when a father 
loved and a child had room to laugh and play
and be flawed.  now the steps she paced 
down his funeral aisle seem to dog each day
- the woman's screams, the unsought
punishments and imperfections 

she has one chance only - escape 
or die, slatternly Cinders, full of food 
and self-pity.  it is no choice.
she runs, into the future
no parachute or plan
just a raw survival instinct
leaves everything, even

that young man who held and heard
the twisted words, the years of beating
the poor girl down with the stick
of her unloveability. she ran, unhinged

into the future, into the jaws of her pain.



she ran II

she ran
but didn't get far
the damage was already done
burdened by generational pain
her body completely broke down

it was her own fault.  she hadn't kept up
her end of the bargain she'd never chosen.

for she was the long-awaited girl
got up in pretty dresses like a porcelain doll,
wore shiny shoes that looked alright but were
so tight, followed her mother into fitting rooms,
initiated into that female world
of shopping for pleasure – because that's
what women do – and the shoes, sliding
their new leather stitching
up and down against still-baby skin
produced blisters, large and fluid-filled
that made the mother whinge 'cause now
the girl needed carrying.

if only she'd known of this bargain
this deal with the devil
she could have held her tongue as she grew
pretended to have no opinions.  

still, dutiful daughter
tried to please, worked harder
and harder, turned to jesus
who commanded to 'honour
your father and mother'
however bad their behaviour

so she did the ironing, scrubbed the dishes,
polished the furniture and silver
and went to school, and studied hard
and hoped to emerge with a future

that would not include those
slaps and screams, the threats to be sent
to the government home for 'uncontrollable'
teens.  she went to church
and studied hard, and 'honoured'
a mother who was trying to break her.

(other kids took drugs, did break and enters
yet still possessed that indefinable lustre
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that drew love unbidden from worried mothers
who held their sweaty courtroom hands,
and made promises to judges)

stress was her killer so yes, she ran
but by then it was too late
fate had leered at her, 
and shut the gate

sin of eve, they surmised at the church
when she turned her back on the flock
that had compelled her to stay, to endure
more than was reasonable or possible.

sin of eve, who would not
be dutiful, who would not lie down
to be crushed by the weight
of the role they had made for her.
she read outside the canon, took
lilith as mentor, as teacher

and ran into life, taking enormous bites
of the fruit of youth, stuffing her mouth
and spilling the juice, while the hands
could still open and close, while the feet
could still stamp and dance, knowing
she was on a countdown, time running out,
feeling the cold and the rust eroding
her clockwork, her frail sense of self.



diagnosis

I
at the point of diagnosis it's all
too much to take in, so you refuse
its clammy entrance, and make plans
- to hitchhike across the nullabor
while you still can
- to go out dancing every night, 
to emulate flight, to be high on life
high on the vibration through the soles 
of your beating feet
that take you where your brain
commands, without fuss, no refusals

you know that the blood
will refuse soon enough,
and may wage war 
on your innocent joints
so you refuse its daily attacks
- its morning conundrums, its
cold night sweats -
take raw life in, pure oxygen

racing against time / to get it all done
all the things you thought
several decades would take
reduced to a slim / volume of years
reduced to diagnosis / tears

II
overnight, the tight spring
that had just begun uncoiling
snapped closed.  gone in two words
the dreams of years, the plans
to set my world aright through
hard work and endurance

i did not need
to consult the medical textbooks
still, I looked, vapid hope
that things would be better than
my nurses' memory had filed away
- 'rapid degeneration', 
'out-of-control-
auto-immune reaction’,
a very sad song;
prognosis: lifelong
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my own white cells, oh macrophages!
turn against me, eat my substance,
my joint capsules, choosing a specific site
for each feasting, I go to bed and sweat
and sweat, nurse my pain and swelling
with beer and codeine 

take the pills, the specialist says, endure
the savages of stomach lining
the fuzzy nodules of fainting
suppress this excess of self-preservation
this immunological self-destruction

and plaster on a braver face
be 'nice' inside this iron maiden
take my hopes, abandon them



Clients with chronic, progressive, systemic disorders such as rheumatoid 
arthritis have multiple nursing care needs involving all functional health 
patterns.  Physical manifestations of the disease often result in acute and 
chronic pain, fatigue, impaired mobility, and difficulty performing routine 
tasks.  The disease also has many psychosocial effects.  The client has an 
incurable chronic disease that may lead to severe crippling. (Lemone, 1649)

losing it

in the beginning i lost my job, and then
all my friends.  the red-headed
private schoolgirl told me
i should take up driving taxis
and thought me obstinate
for not agreeing to the sumptuous opportunity
to be robbed or raped or have my throat cut

she would never consider it
secure in the knowledge of certain inheritance
(daddy's little girl, no wonder she never studied)
and stopped inviting me to parties – for i was 
no fun and didn't dress well, my gifts
were cheap, i'd arrive hungry, stand
by the buffet and eat, my manners plummeting
as fast as my bank balance, in my opshop
clothes, brocades and lace, a forced smile 
on my grimacing face, twenty-three and already
scratched from the ratrace

found myself hanging around cafes
writing poetry
singing the blues
to my loyal pain
and the black, forgiving night
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causation

it
could have been
epstein barr virus
psoriasis
genetic predisposition
tipped over by stress
that dropped me into 
lifelong pain
head first until i almost 
drowned

you really
ought to stop this
blaming me

after all, you gave me
your flawed genes



not

not a person, but a disease
not a daughter, but a disappointment
not a sister, but a burden
not an achiever, but a loser
not a lover, but a needer
not loved, but feared
not well, but ill

NOT GOOD ENOUGH!

Pain and fatigue can interfere with the client's ability to perform expected 
roles, such as home maintenance or job responsibilities. Even though the 
client's hands may appear swollen, other people may not understand the 
systemic nature of the disease or realise the difference between rheumatoid 
arthritis and osteoarthritis. (LeMone, 1649)
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1983 and

writing myself into existence
writing myself alive
writing to survive

there are poets
on the weekly stage
and some are fools
and some are sage

my fortnightly
pension cheque is sparse
my heart
is a cage of disappointments
my poems
are the place i can fly
for that moment when the microphone
transcends the chatter of the small and wry
the drone of the everyday.

i am 23
and i've lost my voice
(there are poets 
on the weekly stage)
i torture my larynx
to exorcise rage
(and some are fools 
and some are sage)

my legs shake 
as i stand to speak
my voice is weak, 
my view, bleak

but, over time, 
the new poems come,
of hopeful mornings, evensong.
sometimes tortured words
fly away, like birds



Pain is a constant feature of rheumatoid arthritis when the disease is active. 
Pain accompanies both acute inflammation as well as lower levels of chronic 
inflammation. Some clients say the pain in joints and surrounding tissue is like
a deep, constant toothache. Pain can significantly affect the client's ability to 
provide self-care and maintain daily activities. It also contributes to the 
client's fatigue.

chronic pain

he gives me digesic
and ten a day do nothing
but hurt my kidneys

the pain is relentless, i say
i’m going mad with it, he
promises me a hospital stay
but there's no bed for fourteen days

fourteen days with no respite
from the heat and throb, from 
the sleeplessness

awake all night, full of pain
like an all-over toothache,
like blame.  i have become

no-one.  pain is my only
companion, it has taken 'me'
away, has taken over my brain
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The knees are frequently affected in rheumatoid arthritis, with visible swelling
often obliterating normal contours.  Instability of the knee joint along with 
quadriceps atrophy, contractures and valgus (knock-knee) deformities can 
lead to significant disability.  Ambulation may be limited by pain and 
deformities when the ankles and feet are involved … Spinal involvement is 
usually limited to the cervical vertebrae.  Neck pain is common, and 
neurologic complications can occur.  (LeMone, 1640)

hospital stay

I
susan who shares this
in the neighbouring bed
keeps a grinning face, she was
eight when she got it

neck bones fused and knees
replaced, her hands 
can't lift a teaspoon
she scares me, takes obediently
the penacillamine, the steroids
turns her head as they
inject her joints

the tea tray comes
but no nurse
i lift her
up the bed
rip open
the plastic packets
of biscuits

II
physio plunges
my hands
in hot wax

the social worker
and the doctor, tag team,
lecture me
wrestle my 
youthful ego

say
you must realise
you can't have a life

III



drag me to
support group
to talk about it

everyone else
in wheelchairs
or on sticks

how can i speak?
i still have feet

funny, he said
i saw you around, thought
you were staff

Fatigue is a common systemic manifestation of rheumatoid arthritis … that 
can interfere with client's ability to maintain independence, their family roles, 
sense of well-being, and self-esteem … The acute and long-term effects of 
rheumatoid arthritis can affect a client's body image, leading to feelings of 
hopelessness and powerlessness, social withdrawal and difficulty adapting to 
changes. (LeMone, 1650)
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poem for the non-visibly disabled

i don't work. i'm lazy
you ask. i tell.             i'm a hypochondriac.
details make you uncomfortable. i'm a bore.
i don't want to discuss it. you were only 'being nice'.
i'm not talkative. i'm unsociable.
this is the diagnosis. i should change my diet.
i'd like to be healthy. it's all psychological.
i'm not in a wheelchair. there's nothing wrong with me.
i can't come to meetings. i'm not interested.
i don't want your advice. you're offended.
i can't get out of bed. i'm attention-seeking.
they put needles in my arms. i'm a junkie.
i'm depressed. i should have a more positive attitude.
i'm lonely. you never visit.
i'd like your friendship. i'm too demanding.
i'd like to go out. i'm no fun.
i'd like a relationship. you take my independence.
i'm not a sexual acrobat. i'm selfish.
i'm in pain. i'm whingeing.
i'm disabled. you ignore me.

Some NSAIDs [Nonsteroidal Anti-Inflammatory Drugs] are considerably 
more expensive than aspirin but may cause less gastrointestinal distress and 
require fewer doses per day.  Gastric irritation, ulceration, and bleeding 
remain the most common toxic effects of NSAIDs.  They can also affect the 
lower intestinal tract, leading to perforation or aggravation of inflammatory 
bowel disorders.  All NSAIDs can also be toxic to the kidneys …  considerably
more expensive than aspirin but may cause less gastrointestinal distress and 
require fewer doses per day.  Gastric irritation, ulceration, and bleeding 
remain the most common toxic effects of NSAIDs.  They can also affect the 
lower intestinal tract, leading to perforation or aggravation of inflammatory 
bowel disorders.  All NSAIDs can also be toxic to the kidneys. (LeMone, 1643)



Clarification of the diagnosis [of depression] may be aided by examining the 
patient’s risk factors ... - that is, whether they have a history of depression, a 
major functional disability, or pain. Other risk factors include adverse social 
circumstances, such as unemployment or financial strain, and a lack of 
emotional support. (Turner, 124)

poverty

poverty
knows the bar-propping stranger's
hand on my knee, only
an arm's length from hunger

knows fifty-five brown rice
recipes, winning ways
with plain potatoes

knows how to scam that extra
tenner, how to fight for its rights
with rich doctors

poverty 
knows the food store at st vinnies,
knows the well-meaning grin of home visitors
who promise prayers and novenas

smiles and says thanks
for their icons
their ridiculous pictures of jesus

knows to not appear bitter
to not be a feisty fighter
to be grateful for handouts of warm winter clothes,
to be quiet, to be nice, to be nicer

poverty
knows there are no guarantees
that life sometimes throws you a curveball
and as hard as you stretch it sings past
and you fall

knows the cold of winter when the power
cuts out, choice of eating 
or paying the bill

knows the paint-peeling dwelling
the room with no view
the carving knife under the mattress

poverty
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knows generosity is not the province of the wealthy
but comes from strange quarters – drug dealers,
hookers, and toothless young men with stealthy grins
who shout you bread money, or coffee

knows about invisibility, how to be a nameless statistic
knows there's no social status, no respect when you're sick 
– you're a vagrant, a loser, no-hoper

if pride is a sin
call me sinner
- this, or open my legs
to the monster



Aspirin:  least expensive NSAID, associated with risk of GI ulceration, 
bleeding and possible hemorrhage;  may cause hepatotoxicity.
Diclofenac (Voltaren): Expensive, risk of hepatotoxicity.
Indomethacin (Indocid): A potent NSAID used for moderate to severe RA and 
acute episodes of chronic disease;  higher incidence of adverse GI effects and 
CNS effects such as headache, dizziness, and depression. (LeMone, 1644)

Assess for possible adverse effects of therapy, including evidence of GI 
bleeding; impaired renal function; and CNS effects such as drowsiness, 
dizziness, headache, nervousness, or sedation.  Indomethacin may cause 
severe headache, confusion or psychosis. (LeMone, 1646)

saviour

it all got too hard
i pushed the needle
into my skin, opened myself
to death's seductive grin

not psychosis, just dog tired
of endless struggle, grim endurance
tired of playing on the losing side
pathetic useless dropout

but you saw the signs, took me
to a cold but different place
fed me overwrought chicken soup
sticky chocolate cake

and tried to convince me 
i’d just detoured in the face 
of desperation, that all 
i really needed was one loyal friend
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the new song (1984 and ...)

identify as poet
in public it's
a scary thing

hang out
with weird
coloured and feathered
people, who dance
and sing

at hippie festivals
under the 'poet tree'
there were 24 hour
words for free

for five days
abandon
all the sham and scam
of everyday life

i learn to throw runes
read tarot by candlelight 
under the moon
have a fling with the I Ching
and try rebirthing

i swim naked in the river
- Wangaratta's pride -
the snakelike Ovens 
has a mudsmeared
ten thousand strong
brown sunkissed tribe

we see ourselves as the new 
utopian community.  when police 
scour the site young men jump 
and ride their bonnet, chanting
'you are not necessary'

at night the tribe gathers
to worship the gods of light and sound
the stage is high and the stacks are even
higher off the ground, and the valley thrums 
with the beating feet of eons

and we are not all young
but have elders galore
and they are the laughing



dancing bodypainted core.

somehow, along the way,
the youthful vigour strayed
and the weight of new babies,
seasonal plantings, long cold winters 
and mudbrick housebuilding
saw all of us scattering
to the far corners of our
individual yearnings

by the late 80's 
there was a new generation 
brought with it the rave party 
and a new version of learning ...
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disabled

"Disability:  dis-a-bil-i-ti, n. want of ability, incompetence, want of legal qualification."
1. second-class citizen, living on the pension, telling your friends new ways you've 

discovered to save money.
2. training schemes where employers on low budgets use you as cheap labour, work 

you beyond your physical ability, sack you and dump you on the scrapheap when the subsidy 
runs out, and you’re too worn out to fight back.

3. old friends who stop inviting you to parties, embarrassed because you don't look 
trendy;  you dress in opshops and talk about survival instead of "catching a man".

4. that look in their eyes when seeing you makes them fear they may somehow be 
held responsible, may end up with the weight of you on their backs.

5. fearing public transport, dealing with walking distances you're unsure of handling, 
staying home nights because the car's likely to break down and you can't afford repairs, taxi 
fares or parking tickets.

6. hospitals, clinical assessment of your body and soul by people who pretend you're 
not young and full of dreams, who feed you pain-killers and advice, who tell you to accept 
the situation and do what the rich doctor tells you.

7. putting on a cheerful face so the nurses will like you and give you better care.
8. lack of political muscle, discrimination in public places, not being taken seriously, 

being patronized.
9. disabled woman means an awareness of limited freedom of movement, the 

quickening heartbeat when men whistle from cars or honk horns, and you know they can see 
you'd never be able to run fast enough to escape them if they chose to chase.

10. eventually, your eyes become opened to all gross inequalities, and you begin to 
relate them to yourself, you begin to see it in people you know, you become aware of their 
personal neuroses and emotional cutoffs, 

11. and you start to feel lucky because you live with human interdependence, and you 
realise you're doing better than most, because your heart is still fluid and open to love.



“Positive thinking” may represent an attempt to avoid confronting the distress
of chronic illness, and doctors who care for these patients and their families 
are not immune to such patterns of coping. A study of women with breast 
cancer fond that those who sought alternative treatments had higher levels of 
psychological morbidity: the pursuit of such treatments might thus indicate 
the patient’s distress rather than their well-being. (Turner 124-125)

‘alternatives’

1. rajneesh masseur

take off all your clothes
and stand over there
he sits, cross-legged
twenty minutes
and stares

you’ll need ten sessions
one a week
it’ll help - you’ll see -
and i’m cheap

that’s one-third of the paltry
pension cheque
that’s the choice - his treatment
or eat

i can’t afford ...

oh, you will
that’s if
you want to be well

what’s your suggestion?
short skirt on the corner
of grey and fitzroy streets?

he shrugs
dismisses me
claims i’ve upset his aura
enters
the meditation chamber

2.  psychic healer

lie on the table while 
she massages my aura

soundtrack of waterfalls and storms
air thick with incense, tibetan gongs
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on my body, does not lay a finger
i weep for the entire hour, then

that’ll be fifty dollars

3.  naturopath

ms beautiful ex-model
hair colour of bleach
red talon fingers
leather pants

thirty dollars
for a short ‘consultation’
bags of megavitamins
cost whole income for a week

her husband is my boss
takes it personally when I don’t improve
shoves me back into the welfare queue



Naproxen (Naprosyn)
Piroxicam (Feldene): Expensive; GI side effects including stomatitis, anorexia
and gastric distress may occur more frequently than with other NSAIDs.
Sulindac (Clinoril): May be safer for use than other NSAIDs in clients with 
chronic renal disease; rare fatal hypersensitivity reaction with fever, liver 
function abnormalities, and severe skin reaction. (LeMone, 1644)

arthritic

this thing that rages through my body
this seizing of bone and tightening of tendon
is a nightmare thing, a roaming horla
that sits on my sleeping chest, 
leaves me breathless

my left hand is a flipper
bats like a cat at tabled objects 
for dexterity has left me
i do not pounce, but move grossly
a bear lumbering along acting grizzly
a cartoon version of the state of me

invalid, in-valid, a codeine haze
to greet the day, a New Age affirmations tape
to soothe this growing helplessness

i watch videos, stay home
answer no doorbell, no telephone
in my room i'm alone, coiled like a spring
an arthritic husk, a useless thing
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the shivers

managed thirteen hours since the last dose
relied on bandages and deep heat
made it through till night, the drugs don't

work anyway, these days, only 
take the edge off. the evening dose
corresponds with the point

of insanity brought on by pain's
relentlessness. she takes
the blanket, wraps herself blearily

and even with the gas fire full
she's shivering before the t.v.
wanting to be brain full

but nothing's in her eyes, just drugged 
exhaustion. rides the night till bedtime
lays the blanket, soft and flat

and now, hours later,
insomnia



why worry?

you go along
and read your poems
get drunk with them
who seem your friends
till you get
somewhere, anywhere

and then it seems
nobody cares
if you write or not
if you live or not
if you die or not

the patronisation
is painful
he has good heart
kind mind
tells me he 'worries about me'
tells me he 'likes my poetry'
but this does not
help me

it's irrelevant
i can't
keep a roof
over my head

this week i have
a bag of onions
make my soup with salt
and soy, and eat because
there's nothing else

'i worry about you'
he says; he has
a mansion, swanky
job, pretty wife
he cheats on
with girls like me
who inspire his 'worry'

while i 'live'
in filthy squats
cook my soup
over open fire

i worry
about candles, drunk
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punks nodding off
setting the place on fire

i worry for
my seizing legs
and drugs that don't
address the pain
doctor claims
the stronger stuff
would make me addict

i worry for
the boyfriend's
whispered pornography
the drug-induced
pain in my kidneys
they way they
nuke me with substances
but not the ones
i need

i worry about
street drugs
i take
anything to kill
the pain

'i worry
about you'
he says
well, don't tell me
it won't help me
i have 
worries enough already



flareup

one-handed, pull out the bandages
smear in deep heat and wrap, drop
a white tablet of codeine.  but oh it's
been an hour and still the pain
won't calm, at least it's my left 
hand or i wouldn't be writing this

worked today, six hours at
computer, strapped the one
that usually hurts, but this body
is full of surprises, skewing
the schedule i'd set for myself,
flaring for no reason

and i've no time for this, could happily
grab the axe, give it the chop, cut it off!
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Despite the profound changes in their bodies, study participants ruefully 
acknowledged that the chronic pain was not readily apparent to other people. 
Chronic pain was invisible, a secret disorder with no outward manifestations. 
Because their bodies looked healthy in the eyes of others, they were 
accustomed to hostile glances when they disembarked from vehicles parked in 
spaces for the handicapped. Some longed for external manifestations of 
disability that could provide greater societal legitimacy: “You can’t look at 
me and say, ‘I guess she has rheumatoid arthritis.’ You can’t tell by looking.” 
“It’s so hard for people to understand if I say I’m in pain because they don’t 
see it; I’m not in a wheelchair or walking with a cane.” Ironically, a woman 
whose arm was in a sling - who conceivably might have welcomed the device 
as a badge of legitimacy - actually resented the attention it garnered: “I just 
want to wear a sign that says, ‘Please don’t ask.’”  (Thomas, 687)

what?

“what’s wrong with your leg?”
“what’s with the cane?”
“my, you have got fat!”
“you should just get a job.”
“you’d think you could live somewhere nicer.”
“you should have a baby - that’d make you feel better.”
“my granny swears by ...”
“i know this really great healer, he doesn’t charge much.”
“i know how you feel, i have tennis elbow, couldn’t play for two whole days!”



midnight

more codeine or steroids?
not much of a choice
fat moonface and whiskers
or fuzzy head?
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how to be a poet

it helps if you are first
a doctor or a lawyer
but microbiologist
or physiotherapist will do
so you can introduce
clinical language
to challenge the layman

don't be unemployed, or ill
you must not need publication
or recognition to keep your rent paid
and your belly full, must not need
to write poetry, but come to it
tangentially, and bring your moneyed
friends to the book launch with you

if, by chance, you have no profession
cultivate the company of those who do
and never act concerned
when rejection letters come
but save your pittance and buy yourself
a trendy uniform.  

assault the universities
- a doctorate, at the very least, will 
buy you good seats at restaurants –
and never, ever, think about
how sexton, kerouac, or plath
would have behaved at your soirees
for you know they never were your 
kind of people.  thank christ 
they're dead, so you can quote them,
and be grateful.



jody

jody has hands like the claws
of a dead bird, a rigamortic grip
on hope.  she pays the rent
and feeds her kid and tells me
what her doctor said:
that she is young and pretty
and should find
a husband in this city

it's not a husband jody wants
it's independence
and a pension for her disability
but he wouldn't sign the papers
wouldn't recommend the voiding
of employment responsibility
'and you should have seen the way',
she said
'he leaned across the desk
and leered at me'.
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sleaze

not interested in what you call
poetry as therapy, i could have 
easily been 'that poor girl
with the terrible disease'
but the price
was sleaze

one publisher offered me
everything
as long as i gave him
my body
which is not
(and was never)
for sale

but now, i am ready
to howl out the lowdown
to whisper for my sisters
who share this affliction

i never wanted pity, just
a listening ear …

what i got was
hand down my dress
at the reading

spiked drinks
and ugliness
fear and disgust
on waking



Systemic corticosteroids can dramatically relieve the symptoms of rheumatoid
arthritis.  Unlike aspirin and NSAIDs, however, they appear to slow the 
progression of joint destruction.  The long-term use of corticosteroids is 
associated with multiple side-effects, such as poor wound healing, increased 
risk of infection, osteoporosis, and gastrointestinal bleeding.  Severe rebound 
manifestations can occur when these medications are discontinued.  
Monitor for adverse effects, including the following:
Increased susceptibility to infection … edema, hypertension, and signs of 
cardiac failure due to fluid overload; peptic ulcer formation and possible 
gastrointestinal hemorrhage; changes in mental status including depression, 
euphoria, aggression, and behavioral changes;  with long-term use, 
cushingoid effects such as abnormal fat deposits in the face (moon face) and 
trunk (buffalo hump), muscle wasting and thin extremities, thinning of the skin
and osteoporosis. (LeMone, 1643-4)

the trouble with drugs

at 2 am you take more 
than the recommended dose
sleeplessness has made you
desperate and insane
you'll take anything
- LSD, peyote, strychnine …

sleep like a dead woman
and wake to frontal lobe fuzz
that stays all day, and spurs you
to depression

remembering how you were so kind
to all those schizophrenics, manic 
depressives, junkies and alcoholics
whose short memories saw you
soon pulling out their knives.

it is depressing, misery-making
to be ill and alone with a head
full of fuzz.  but at least, for a time,
the pain has buzzed off, so i
pour myself a cheap red wine
and try to find blessings worth counting.
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No cure currently exists for rheumatoid arthritis; the goal of treatment is to 
relieve its manifestations.  A multi-disciplinary approach is used, with a 
balance of rest, exercise, physical therapy, and suppression of the 
inflammatory processes.  Because a cure is not available and traditional 
therapies are not always fully effective, the client with rheumatoid arthritis is 
vulnerable to quackery.  Many nontraditional treatments, including diets, 
topical preparations, vaccines, hormones, plant extracts, and copper 
bracelets, have been put forth.  These treatments are often costly, and none 
has been shown to be effective.  (LeMone, 1641)

advice

at parties, they corner me,
tell me it's my fault
i'm resentful or too quiet
do not follow the 'proper' diet

they recommend
aloe vera gel (which they sell)
green-lipped mussel extract
tincture of celery seed
magnetised bracelets and underlays
ginger tablets
kombucha tea
a diet free
of everything I like
not even a cup of tea

i live with
the demonisation of eggplants,
capsicums and tomatoes, 
a paucity of peanut butter
hatred of oranges.
mandarins come before spring
but the diet police
snatch them away
and quote me affirmations
taken from louise hay

everyone has a theory, a miracle cure
and i know nothing, it is they
who feel these tirades at parties 
are okay, for they are well and i
am ill, and so must bear
the prescriptive nonsense
of the well

'mind your own business'



is new to my repertoire
now i practice it daily
in front of the mirror

The onset of rheumatoid arthritis is typically insidious, although it may be 
abrupt.  Joint manifestations are often preceded by systemic manifestations of 
inflammation, including fatigue, anorexia, weight loss, and non-specific 
aching and stiffness.  Clients report joint swelling with associated stiffness, 
warmth, tenderness, and pain … The persistent inflammation of RA causes 
deformities of the joint itself and supporting structures such a ligaments, 
tendons, and muscle.  As the joint is destroyed, ligaments, tendons and the 
joint capsule are weakened or destroyed.  Joint cartilage and bone are also 
destroyed.  Weakening or destruction of these supporting structures results in 
lack of opposition to muscle pull, causing deformity.  (LeMone, 1640)
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Educate family members about the disease and effects of treatment to help 
them understand why the client may not be able to engage in all usual 
activities despite appearing well. Help them identify ways in which they can 
assist the client to comply with recommended therapy. (LeMone, 1651)

motherlove

words like 'love' can be
bandied about, or unsaid,
it's all the same in the end -
brutal nature's small, tired birds
sing of life to you on your verandah
and some old woman 
so far away, witholding until 
the breath stops and the heartbeat also
resembles to you the hawk
circling over the fledglings

this is why i like
little birds
blue wrens and finches
and cheeky cranky fans
who sing on regardless
of the pathos that surrounds
the women of verandahs
weeping still for motherlove

the writing group
tea and scones
composing the weekly
exercise
and there
at the centre
of each quivering exposure
is yet another little child, calling
for its mother ...

the child at the heart of all
that still desires, that won't surrender



Disease-Modifying Drugs: [A] diverse group of medications including gold 
salts, antimalarial agents, sulfasalazine, and D-penicillamine…Although 
beneficial effects are not apparent for several weeks or months following the 
initiation of therapy, they can produce not only clinical improvement but also 
evidence of decreased disease activity … All of these drugs are fairly toxic, 
and close monitoring is necessary during the course of therapy.  Gold salts 
may be administered by mouth, but the intramuscular route is preferred 
because it is more effective.  (LeMone, 1644)

mobility blues

always concerned about distance
how far from the café to the car
no shop-till-you-drop, you park right outside
or go without. a new friend wants 
to take you bushwalking, and you don't
want to talk about your problems
but halfway down the track, you need
a piggyback; you can't ask – you're not
that intimate – that night you'll pay the price.

shopping malls and supermarkets scare you
all laid out to get you turned around
to pass their loud advertisements and trinkets
that extra hundred yards run you aground.
you park in the disabled spot so you can drag
your shopping, and some old fart chastises
because you're young, you're 'walking'
- you can tell him to bug off or spend 
the next half hour explaining. 

on a good day you've got half a mile in you
but the things you need to do demand two;
you give up, visit opshops, save your rationed energy.

at the beach you watch the dogs and people running
and you realise you can't recall the feeling
of wind rushing past your ears, your hair fanning behind

sometimes you dream of running, swimming, jumping,
wake with that sensation on your skin, eyes still 
watering from the wind. and as you surface from the haze 
of sleep you feel again the aching feet, the stiff morning 
hands, the equality and freedom you will never have.
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The mode of action of gold is unknown, but it may produce clinical remission 
in some clients and decrease new bony erosions.  Weekly therapy is continued 
until significant improvement is noted unless toxic reactions occur.  Clients 
experiencing benefit from gold therapy may be continued on monthly 
injections for several years.  
About 30% of clients on gold therapy experience toxic reactions, including 
dermatitis, stomatitis, bone marrow depression, and proteinuria.  (LeMone, 
1646)

gold

weekly injections
intramuscular
once I was a nurse
now considered incompetent
they will not let me
inject myself

which means
stay at home
no trips to the coast
measure my weeks
by visits to doctors
who do not listen
who are too busy
don’t care if I cope
offer drugs, but no hope



abed

i solve crosswords every afternoon

as if the world gives a flying
fandango about a brain
attached to a body that won't
obey, that will constrain
its owner in a thousand ways

from opening doors
- physical and metaphorical -
to crawling on the floor
because the legs won't hold you

i solve crosswords to deflect the cross words
forming in my head, read silly
women's magazines that do not
tax my thought.  and thus
and thus
another day
seeps quietly away
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a medication meditation

imagine this in the 19th century
nothing to block, perhaps daily drops
of laudanum, medicinal brandy

sit by a fire if I was
lucky, and had someone
to chop the wood

by now i guess i'd be gnarled as the grey 
branches of this old olive tree, wrapping up
the useless stumps, pathetic handless maiden

and walking stick but without grip
would stay seated, or lain flat
in beds in rooms too dusty, couldn't
possibly beat the carpets

something to be grateful for
the symptomatic treatments
imagine me in the 19th century

think I'd have done a Virginia, 
walked into the river,
pockets filled with broken dreams, 
sunk like a stone

Hydroxychloroquine is an antimalarial agent … Three to six months of 
therapy is required to achieve the desired response, and many clients do not 
experience significant benefit.  Although Hydroxychloroquine has a relatively 
low toxicity, it can cause pigmentary retinitis and vision loss.  Clients 
receiving this drug require a thorough vision examination every 6 months.  
Adverse effects:  CNS reactions including irritability, nightmares, psychoses; 
retinopathy; alopecia, pruritis; blood dyscrasias, GI disturbances (LeMone, 
1646)



my new disability pension review

my disease is a thief
that trashes my house
leaves the dishes to moulder and stain

for all of these years
it has altered my course
with its tatty old tin drum refrain

it has taken my children
- poor sparklers -
and burned them out of me

and all of the plans, my
youthful career schemes
collapsed under vulgar prescriptions

so what now, dear beaurocrat?
you with your punitive hat
who sends me to doctors to answer again

thirty-eight pages of questions
about my mental state
and whether i can relate to others

am i a proper person?
or do i make like a madwoman?
and which would you prefer?

i could cease all the steroids
and damned cytotoxics
and lie in my bed like a good invalid

and you could come see me
tick and cross boxes
judge me as worthy or liar

i am more than disease
a burnt-out unit of economy
more than the symptoms

you can’t understand
this is my life that you tabulate at random
this is my right, to beg for a pittance

oh dear beaurocrat, you with your
punitive top hat, and your desk 
with the tall chair that towers
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don't you know my disease 
is a thief in the night
that takes what is comfortable

turns it wakeful and painful
or to deathlike sleep under codeine's blight
am I so deserving of this substandard life?

how many times do I have to tell you?
how many pages of endless review
that sickness has walked by my side now two decades

playing the master
making me slave
to your blindness, your pitiless 
inhuman game



Sulfasalazine, a drug regularly prescribed for chronic inflammatory bowel 
disease, may also be prescribed for rheumatoid arthritis. Adverse effects: 
anorexia, nausea, vomiting, gastric distress, decreased sperm count, 
headache, rash, blood dyscrasias, yellow-orange skin, CNS, liver and renal 
toxicities. (LeMone, 1646)

other people's problems

it seems I have a gift
for attracting
needy girls
who tell me of their mothers
and lovers
litanies of wrongdoings
tied up with string

i'm having trouble listening
being so focused on the way
the green shoots of my tulips
and hyacinths rise
from the brown earth, committing
to promises of colour

the needy girls can't even hear
the hysteria of kookaburra
mocking their problems.
their talk makes my leg hurt
as much as low pressure systems,
variance in the weather

so i'm limping away down this old bush track
turning over wet leaves with my walking stick
seeking a sane patch of life-giving earth to dig.
i wipe the sweat with my sleeve
and look around to see
the greens and browns of a quiet land,
unproblematic beauty.

I
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mmunosuppressive Therapy: Many now consider methotrexate the treatment 
of choice for clients with aggressive RA… Gastric irritation and stomatitis are
the most frequent side-effects associated with methotrexate. (LeMone, 1646)

this poet

this poet had a nasty night
a codeine dreamscape peopled with pain
that is my companion, doggedly clinging
to thought, desire, ambition …

seems there's little point
in speaking of it, a madman
still waves his brainfed frantic demons
and plies me with paranoid jealousy

whatever the excuse, it is still
simple cruelty, kicking the sick when they're down
and fighting poverty, because fault always
lies elsewhere when you're crazy.

my problem being physical, i can’t
indulge this luxury, must take the drugs and not 
complain, for a nasty night is nothing to those 
who relish a body’s reliability.
 
i look forward to growing old, and taking my peers
with me, to no longer hear youth’s 
harsh judgements, to listen,
with compassion, as their own health fails

as they begin to understand
life’s ruthless, unexpected turns
and how untouchable we aren't
in the face of mortality’s reality

Methoblastin tablets contain methotrexate which belongs to a group of 
medicines called cytotoxics … should only be used to treat rheumatoid 
arthritis … after other treatments have not worked. …Serious side effects and 
death have occurred as a result of taking too much methoblastin. (Pharmacia 
& Upjohn)



ruminations from the youngest in the family

youngest child
does not see
the hearts and flowers
only the symptoms
of dissolution
of too much work, too many
kids underfoot

youngest child
always five
always the know-nothing fool
who breaks the rules
avoids responsibility

not surprising so many
of my black sheep friends
are youngest siblings
still chasing their tails in their 30's
howling at the unfairness 
of the moon's even glow
- these coyotes want
their share of the spoils

as a youngest child i railed
against the patriarchal chains,
the fetters of early marriage, 
jumped off a fast train (almost
lost my leg but only left
my wallet on the tracks ...)

but went running along the railway siding
slipping on pigface and shards of glass
and came up gasping
to the trash neon of the commercial zone
and soon the memory of 'home'
turned also to trash
and there was no going back

now i listen to how we:  me,
the single father and the drug dealer
all dance around life's edges
take too many chances, or
not enough. we swing between
hermit crabbing in the hills
and anonymity in the suburbs
whip ourselves over the voice that chides
you were not wanted you're only five
you'll never be grown up always
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the smallest always ... 

we're just three youngest children
marching into middle age
battling inertia and the damage caused 
by roleplays, straining at the bars
of our well-constructed cage

You or your partner must use a reliable method of contraception … during 
and for at least 3 months after treatment with Methoblastin. Treatment with 
Methoblastin increases the risk of genetic abnormalities. It can also damage 
the baby if taken by a women during pregnancy. (Pharmacia & Upjohn)



on becoming a member of sickness, inc.

richard,

when you fell, the shards of glass 
half drained the life force out of you
and with it all semblance of certainty.

surviving, you suddenly see with a new humility
that we are fragile, pale and dependent
on the cooperation of our bodies.

the little finger is the focus.
mine's long misshapen by arthritis;
it attests to the torment of family ties.
now yours too bears the permanent scars.

the pain of this has been my shadow,
my youthful indulgence, that has stalked
- for twenty years - my early promise,
has laid me up while others made it 
home clear and honestly acquired 
(the house, the kids, the four-wheel-drive)

me, I've just been staying alive,
never taking on too much, preening 
my tired old feathers, paying the rent,
picking up the shopping and the pension cheque.

my ship has roiled on the money men's sea,
unable to compete with their salty mastery 
of  financial markets, real estate prices,
and jobs for the able-bodied.  constrained by
this uncooperative shell, I live on the margins,
stick to inland, waveless waterways.

and have I told you how i owe my life to some 
small chugging tugboats, themselves overloaded 
and barely afloat, who nonetheless saw my flares,
threw out the lifesaving ropes?

we all are aging, some faster than others,
and I've  waited for you to catch me up,
to know this inversion of certainty.

are you now prepared to sail with me 
this difficult course?  i imagine you
holding the tiller, squinting into the wind,
looking back over your shoulder, 
and grinning, grinning …
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Tell your doctor immediately if you notice: yellowing of the skin/eyes, skin 
rash, increased tendency to bleed, severe pain in the abdomen, severe nausea,
vomiting or diarrhoea. 
Tell your doctor as soon as possible if you have: mouth ulcers, hair loss, 
wheezing/non-productive cough, chest pain or breathing difficulties. (P&U)



she who expects nothing is never disappointed

I
i doubted my desires, thought I had no right
to be helped through the crisis
to be seen in my need
watched the family, one by one, turn their backs on me

don't call me, said the brother
it's too upsetting to me
and mother has the right to do
whatever she wants with her money
- except that it belonged to all,
an inheritance spent so quickly

what kind of people are these?
what is this strange disease
that sees mothers leave daughters to drown
refusing to throw out the rope
and all along mouthing words like 'love' 
with no evidence, with no action

i do affirmations:
i have a right to be loved, not abandoned
i deserve love unconditionally
i no longer attract those who would be cruel to me
i relinquish all claim on family

for twenty years i paid half the paltry pension
to the coffers of greedy landlords, begged help from 
salvation army officers, the food store at st vinnies.

because there was nothing wrong, she said,
despite the obvious, 'if only you'd finish nursing' 
she said.   but i couldn't turn a doorhandle,
walk unaided across the floor, this denial
feathered my new role - malingerer, lazy,
undeserving of care, sink or swim, drag myself
out of the sickbed. 

without legs to walk, you need a car
but it’s a choice -  gearbox
or rent - so i made myself homeless,
did the rounds of the squats, and was
always on the move, often drunk,
always grieving, and wishing forgetfulness 
was not so fleeting.

II
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oh mother
why hast thou
forsaken me?

you'd nail me to a tree
for the sin of being me

i was just a girl, who
tried so hard to please …

you brought me to my knees.



… Urinary tract problems, such as: abnormal kidney function, kidney failure, 
bladder infection or blood in the urine … Reproduction problems … painful 
vagina, infertility, fetal defects or miscarriage …(P&U)

lover, meet mother

took him to meet her
my saviour, finally
found worthy
of love.  over milky tea

she smiles sweetly
as she tells him
you know, my daughter's
slept with half of melbourne

he squeezes my hand
under the table
and I suppose I can
kiss goodbye
any grandchildren

bite my tongue
refuse to speak
of the three pretty ones
i miscarried

and how she wouldn't
acknowledge my grief
i'm a failure
as a daughter

can't even reproduce
as dumb 
animals do

he stares in disbelief
as her mouth, with its
clicking false teeth,
twists into that smile

i beside him,
a pile
of 
grey ash
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whipping girl

feel i've been too often
the whipping girl for
selfish madwomen
replaying that hackneyed
family dynamic
till the coffee runs out
till i break 

don't care for victimology
what i want is real reality
humanity that laughs
and cries
and is sometimes wise
sometimes lost
but, most of all,
loves
whatever the cost

Other effects include: skin problems such as: itchiness, rash, increased 
sensitivity to light, loss or increase of skin pigment, loss of hair, acne, 
bruising, visible blood vessels, multiple or recurrent boils and fingernail or 
toenail changes…severe allergic skin reactions have also occurred; changes 
in blood, such as: decrease in the activity of  bone marrow, anaemia, decrease
in all blood cells, increased bleeding or blood poisoning; digestive problems: 
sore throat, stomach ulcers, vomiting or blood in vomit or stools … colon may
become painfully distended; liver problems: cirrhosis of the liver, permanent 
liver damage …(P&U)



they run away

took it personally at first
then came to see 
- to be abandoned is part of the curse.

underneath it all they see
that you are the coalmine canary
a reminder of the body's mortality

but why contemplate this? it makes for
knowledge of futility – and how then to go on
making babies, reputations, money?

better to ignore the sick
or beat them with the stick
of good intentions

lock them up young in the terminal ward
- i have seen them there, the cerebral palsied,
the iron-lunged, the undeserving poor

dying their days in front of television soaps
being fed milky tea and lunchtime trolley slops,
shitting their beds – it is a power
for the powerless, of sorts.

my flatmates packed in seconds flat
on learning the truth of chronicity
helped me to the bathtub once
but might as well have drowned me.

the friends i have now understand me
with their quadriplegia, MS, their diabetes, HIV.
we comprise an exclusive club, society of illness.
its motto? abandon hope, all ye who enter here.
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nobody understands but my love

nobody understands but my love
when the cramps come into my hands
and the haze of a day on codeine 
sees me slurring my words and reaching for the brandy

nobody understands but my love
when i cry in the night to be free of the pain
that has taken my youth, my dreaming desires
and brought on the rejection of family

for who would want such a love
needs help with the comb and the cooking
can't get a loan, or a job, or a roof
and must constantly show she's looking to improve
to the social security drones

nobody understands but my love
and he gets paid for the privilege
of watching this body curl up and submit
to a quicksand of poverty, dire side-effects,
poisoned to the core, pharmeceutical fix
that brings sleep, mercifully, that brings sleep

The more common side-effects are: diarrhoea, nausea or general unwell 
feeling, mouth ulcers, low white blood cell count, stomach pain, tiredness, 
chills and fever, headaches, drowsiness, dizziness, ringing in the ears, sore 
eyes or blurred vision, decreased resistance to infection. (P&U)



edifice

i'm building an edifice of hope 
- mortality's lament – trying to 
sink a root against
the inexorable passing of youth

and youth's ideals, fading too,
each a line etched in the skin
heralding the rural dream, 
the dream of wanting 

to move to the country
to grow mangoes and mulberries
to take for granted the tropical soil
to make a modest eden for ourselves 

the bank manager smiles
at my survivor's face, and says i really 
am a very bad risk, having no debts
to keep me down their hole forever

(labouring underground, never
looking at the sun).  he is, of course,
young, and oh-so-certain he can't loan
to someone who's so quietly paid 
many thousands off a landlord's mortgage. 

the saturday paper got it right, quoted 
the executive from NBC: 'no-one cares 
if you're good.  people only care 
if you're good-looking and rich.' 
and ain't that a bitch?

… Lung problems, such as: chronic lung disease or severe pneumonia which 
has led to death …(P&U)
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i am sorry 
(for Heidi)

i am sorry i wrote you i was depressed
you, who cannot leave the house
you, who cannot drive the car
you, who have blackouts and fits

you send me pictures
of yourself, smiling,
holding the grandchild.
you are younger and brighter
than i've felt in a decade
me – with my self-pity
my government pension

you think you don't know
how to write
and can't participate in life
outside is obstacles and pain
what freedom in the USA
if you can't drive on the freeway?

one day at a time
and bless the hands that type
the legs that walk – however shaky -
for as long as the day is long
but not as long as life

to think of this is to invite
the worried toss of sheets at night
so, instead, we write,
send across the atlantic
my poems, your letters
these small, hopeful messages



…Brain and spinal cord problems, which may occur months or even years 
after stopping treatment, such as: headache, drowsiness, blurred vision, 
paralysis, unconsciousness, convulsions, or difficulty speaking, writing or 
understanding language … (P&U)

the poetry reading

one of those nice 'civilised' poetry nights
where i get to be the 'star' at parliament house
till i read the poem about illness, beaurocratic
indifference – it's like somebody's turned out the lights

later, over coffee and scones, a girl
young enough to be my daughter
puts her hand on my arm – she's a social worker
and just can't leave it at the office

i could grab her and spit in her eye
but smile instead at the well-rehearsed lines
that i know she trots out for poor welfare cases
like me - i am no longer ‘poet’

little fool, does she think she's immune?
all of us are frail, and simply human,  
just one accident, one viral infection
from total annihilation

… other side effects that have been reported include diabetes, osteoporosis, 
abnormal cell changes, joint/muscle pain, loss of sex drive, impotence or 
sudden death …(P&U)
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easter in cabarita

I
i eat eggs and think of beltane
those hippies circling under last week's
full moon in the hills behind mullumbimby
and know the fires burned bright, all night
and the songs went on forever.

my hideaway this year is cabarita
the song of the best surf in the world
is white noise on the wind, it's
only a few blocks away
but my leg hurts
and i cannot get to the beach.

take the pills and watch
my waxing moonface growing round
and full, pregnant with immune suppression.
i count the contents of plastic bottles,
calculate the days to new prescriptions,
take codeine in the interim.  this body
has its own opinions, takes my days
and gives them shape, or sleep - today
my hand hurts and I cannot brush
the birdsnest of my hair.

this illness is best savoured in solitude,
to indulge what no-one wants to hear,
regroup the plastic smile,
rehearse the alibis and lies
of why i have not grasped potential,
why i float and vascillate
on this mirrored, icy lake, flat
truth of diagnosis.

like every easter you, my love,
are out earning money, these nights
apart the annual reminder
of how cold can be a bed for one.
i will wear red socks till your return
and speak only the language of lorikeets.
my heart hurts and I cannot sprout
the wings to fly to your side.

II
this morning's cheerful butcherbird
sings against the cold;  twenty-four galahs
pick through the grass.  waiting for the phone



to ring i realise that you, in another city, can't hear
this song, this ocean.

my friend is ill, stages over easter
his own almost-death, then resurrection:
on the third day he stops vomiting,
keeps some food down, a convalescent diet
of apple juice and oatmeal, and sleeps
thin and light as this winter sun.  There is no 
point in doing the hospital run.

mortality and simple pleasures
share the stage of his tragi-comedy.
in the best part of the day
children come, jump on the bed
to roll and tumble with their dad.

the galahs hang from the wires,
stretch out wings in a sprinkling of rain,
tumble-turn, mad acrobats, they seem
to laugh at my serious gaze
- like my friend, who has no fear
of last breaths, who is resigned 
yet reticent.  

i am the one with no stomach for change
(on the bathroom wall, spattered bloodstains;)
it's parrot joy i'm wanting to see, not this
sad decimation, brother.  you know I expect
you to stay for much longer,
am not done with you yet,  
you will not recover..
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Tell your doctor if you notice any other side effects … even if it is not on this 
list … (P&U)

sometimes i'm
(for Christine Ferrari)

sometimes i'm these cockatoos
flashing my sulphur crest and screaming

sometimes these unripe olives
bitter and small amongst silvered leaves

sometimes i'm that raven, too much to say
and saying too loudly, caw in the naked tree

and sometimes i'm currawong, defiant song
chasing everyone else away

i'd rather be these rocks
solid, serene, slow changing

or that red-breasted wren, twitching my tail
alert, but careful, delighting the new spring

i'd rather be that shy wallaby
self-protective, scratching my sleekness

then bounding away to where green shoots grow
alert and silently watching

but mostly i'm that old hills hoist
skewed and broken and rusting
my lines all stretched and sagging
useless for holding the washing

and thankful for the friend
who’ll call maintenance in
to straighten me out again



birdsong

i confess i've been too long
oblivious to everything but birdsong
cannot see the world's open hands
without flinching at the claws of demand

while those that fly
want for nothing
but will accept 
my little offerings
of millet and sunflower
my small dedications
to intimations of freedom,
to their power

currawong comes for breakfast 
every morning at 6 am, 
mindful of feeding him 
i, former nightowl, 
have given up sleeping in
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APPENDIX

CHRONIC ILLNESS AND CHRONIC PAIN - QUOTATIONS FROM RECENT 
LITERATURE

‘Pain teaches us how unfree, transitory, and helpless we really are, and how life is essentially 
capable of becoming an enemy to itself.’
Boytendijk’s (1962) words aptly depict the helplessness of individuals with chronic pain, a 
disabling health problem that affects 75 to 80 million Americans ... By the time they earn the 
diagnostic label of chronic pain, these individuals usually have tried to get relief from a 
variety of self care measures as well as a host of medical interventions. As they endure the 
gamut of physical examinations, diagnostic tests, exploratory surgeries, and a bewildering 
array of remedies, chronic pain patients progressively become more discouraged, weary and 
angry. Both patients and caregivers become frustrated with one another when treatments are 
ineffective and suffering becomes prolonged. The cryptic advice ‘learn to live with it” is 
often the final salvo of the health care provider to the departing chronic pain patient. The 
biomedical approach, with its focus on pathophysiology, does not address the complexity of 
chronic pain and does not provide adequate guidance for successfully living with it.... 
Researchers seldom invite patients to describe their lived experience. (Thomas, 683)

Studies that illuminate the interactions between pain patients and their caregivers are 
particularly relevant to nursing. This literature documents paternalistic staff stoicism ... ; 
labeling of patients as difficult, demanding, manipulators, and addicts ... ; and adversarial 
relationships between patients and care providers.... Nurse estimations of patients’ pain 
intensity are often erroneous, especially when they are assessing the chronic patient. For 
example, in a study of 268 registered nurses, the chronic pain sufferer was negatively 
stereotyped and judged to have less intense suffering than the individual with acute pain.... 
(Thomas, 684)

Although modern analgesic medications may provide episodic relief of the physical pain - at 
least temporarily - they fail to alleviate the profound suffering of these patients, which is 
often psychological and spiritual, not just physical. A survey of chronic pain patients who 
were members of a national self help organization revealed that 50% of them had considered 
suicide - a particularly disturbing finding given that this was a select sample of welleducated 
(sic) and financially secure individuals who had actively sought out a group to help them 
manage their condition.... Nurses have a moral obligation to provide more skilful 
psychosocial care to these patients. (Thomas, 684)

In most accounts of healthy individuals, the body is “silent,” very quietly performing its 
functions without compelling moment-to-moment awareness.... Only occasionally do 
incidents of ill health or injury interrupt a general confidence in our bodies’ sturdiness and 
reliability. The lived experience of the chronic pain patient stands in dramatic contrast: He or 
she is exquisitely and perpetually aware of the body. Within the body is housed the pain, 
which has become the most salient aspect of daily existence. (Thomas, 686)

Despite the profound changes in their bodies, study participants ruefully acknowledged that 
the chronic pain was not readily apparent to other people. Chronic pain was invisible, a secret
disorder with no outward manifestations. Because their bodies looked healthy in the eyes of 
others, they were accustomed to hostile glances when they disembarked from vehicles parked
in spaces for the handicapped. Some longed for external manifestations of disability that 



could provide greater societal legitimacy: “You can’t look at me and say, ‘I guess she has 
rheumatoid arthritis.’ You can’t tell by looking.”  “It’s so hard for people to understand if I 
say I’m in pain because they don’t see it; I’m not in a wheelchair or walking with a cane.” 
Ironically, a woman whose arm was in a sling - who conceivably might have welcomed the 
device as a badge of legitimacy - actually resented the attention it garnered: “I just want to 
wear a sign that says, ‘Please don’t ask.’”  (Thomas, 687)

The grim, ongoing struggle with chronic pain is a very individual one ... although the sufferer
longs for a physician rescuer. Physicians are both trusted and mistrusted, with the pendulum 
swinging toward greater mistrust and alienation after repeated experiences of being unheard 
and unhealed.... Patients interviewed ... all claimed that their physicians did not listen to them
when they tried to describe pain and its impact on their daily lives. When the researchers 
interviewed the physicians, a different understanding of listening was discovered: It meant 
hearing words as diagnostic cues, not placing the words into the context of the patients’ life 
world.  (Thomas, 689)

The need to hide pain, a prominent element of study participants' narratives, has been noted 
by other researchers.... The culture does not offer a “natural home” for these patients, leaving 
them on the “amorphous frontier of nonmembership” in society.... Participants’ narratives of 
pain are consistent with its portrayal by philosopher Hannah Arendt as “a borderline 
experience between life ... and death”.... If there is no one who understands and no place 
where one fits, is this not a kind of living death?  (Thomas, 689)

Patients with chronic conditions often have to adjust their aspirations, lifestyle, and 
employment. Many grieve about their predicament before adjusting to it. But others have 
protracted distress and may develop psychiatric disorders, most commonly depression and 
anxiety. A prospective study of general medical admissions found that 13% of men and 17% 
of women had an affective disorder. The proportion of patients with conditions such as 
diabetes or rheumatoid arthritis who have an affective disorder is between 20% and 25%. 
Among patients admitted to the hospital for acute care and among patients with cancer, rates 
can exceed 30% compared with a prevalence of depression in the community of about 4%-
8%. (Turner, 124)

The functional limitations imposed by the disease may result in “understandable” distress, 
and some clinicians find it difficult to conceptualize such distress as a depressive disorders 
(sic) Indeed, the distinction between an adjustment reaction and a depressive illness is often 
not clear. Clarification of the diagnosis may be aided by examining the patient’s risk factors 
for depression - that is, whether they have a history of depression, a major functional 
disability, or pain. Other risk factors include adverse social circumstances, such as 
unemployment or financial strain, and a lack of emotional support. In elderly people in 
particular, there are clear links between physical illness, disability, and depression and 
increased use of hospital and medical outpatient services. (Turner, 124)

... Hope is an integral part of coping. ... Healthy coping, however, differs from the popular 
notion of “positive thinking.” It implies the capacity to tolerate and express concerns and 
emotions not just the ability to put anxieties aside. Being able to discuss the anxieties, 
uncertainties and fears, losses and sadness that usually accompany severe illness is generally 
helpful, despite the pressure commonly exerted by family and friends for the patient to 
always “keep a positive outlook.” “Positive thinking” may represent an attempt to avoid 
confronting the distress of chronic illness, and doctors who care for these patients and their 
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families are not immune to such patterns of coping. A study of women with breast cancer 
found that those who sought alternative treatments had higher levels of psychological 
morbidity: the pursuit of such treatments might thus indicate the patient’s distress rather than 
their well-being. (Turner 124-125)

In patients with rheumatoid arthritis, the use of [psychosocial] interventions to manage stress 
has resulted in significant improvement on measures of helplessness, dependency, coping, 
and pain. Comparatively simple interventions that allow patients with asthma and rheumatoid
arthritis to express the psychological impact of their disease and other stress have 
significantly improved symptoms in these patients. (Turner, 125)

... chronic illness produces unexpected and unwanted changes and sometimes forces people to
confront directly their own mortality. People and families must change their lives to meet the 
demands and consequences of chronic illness. Making changes means giving up old habits 
and replacing them with routines that are constant reminders of the impact of the illness. 
Participants struggled when presented with all that illness requires. At the same time, 
individuals experience losses and emotional fluctuations. (Michael, 259-260)

Many [patients] found that they knew their illnesses better than the health professionals did. 
This presented a problem, because many health professionals were unwilling to acknowledge 
participants’ insights and disregarded what they said. Health professionals failed to accept 
patients’ preferences when it came to their treatment plans. (Michael, 262)

Loss was a theme that emerged as participants told of previous activities that were now 
limited or could not be done at all. Although the losses endured by individuals with chronic 
illness are well documented ... health professionals were perceived as contributing to patient’s
feelings of loss. This is an alarming finding. In seeking health care, patients had hoped to be 
seen as more than their illness and to find help living with their illnesses. Instead participants 
felt insignificant and misunderstood. .... there has been a trend in which patent’s stories about 
who they are have receded from view, have perhaps almost disappeared. (Michael, 263)

Understanding how one views oneself and how one is viewed by others are critical 
components in the affected person’s understanding of the impact of chronic illness.  Kerson 
(1985) argued that the word “chronic” has nothing but negative connotations:  “People are 
described not as chronically happy or healthy but as chronically depressed or ill” ... Ginsberg 
(1995) elaborated on that theme:  Chronic illness may cause social problems as distressing as 
those caused by fatal illnesses.  He also noted that chronic illnesses may place a greater 
burden on the health and social services systems than acute conditions. (Siddell, 6)

Pervading all aspects of chronic illness is loss of control, another common theme among 
people personally dealing with chronic illness... The sense that the course of the disease is out
of the person’s control frequently results in a sense of powerlessness: “If this perception of 
powerlessness continues and is unrestrained, a cycle of low self-esteem, depression, and 
hopelessness is begun. (Sidell, 7)

Possible reactions to a chronic illness are infinite and not easily predictable:  “Because 
chronic conditions affect every aspect of being (physical, emotional, social, financial and 
spiritual), they pose a threat to everything vital to the person”... Pollin(1994) cited eight fears 
of a person with a chronic illness: (1) loss of control, (2) loss of self-image, (3)...dependency, 



(4) stigma, (5) abandonment, (6) expression of anger, (7) isolation, and (8) death.  Lapham 
and Erhart (1986) cited increased depression, anxiety, alienation, abandonment, withdrawal 
from intimate or previously satisfying relationships, and emotional ambivalence as potential 
reactions.  This list is not comprehensive, nor is it dependent on any prescribed set of 
circumstances.  (Sidell, 7-8)

Families and other social supports can assist or hinder the chronically ill individual’s coping 
style.  [Others] reviewed chronic illness in elderly people and found that a positive perception
of family support was consistently associated with a more favorable course of illness.  (Sidell,
8)

[In young people] decisions regarding whether or not to have children or additional children 
take on a different tone when chronic illness is introduced ...Career and job planning must be 
accomplished within the limitations and unpredictability imposed by illness. [It was] noted 
that the sense of loss is particularly acute at this stage, because chronic disorders are 
considered untimely.  (Sidell, 9)

...mental health professionals typically receive little training specifically designed to help 
them assist people dealing with chronic illness:  “The chronically ill deserve more emotional 
support than they are receiving”... Mental health issues are important in chronic illness, and 
professionals require more focused training on this topic.  (Sidell, 10)

The demands of the illness or injury create other problems including dependence upon others,
possible lifestyle deterioration, loss of employment, and emotional distress.  These demands 
test their limits of endurance.  Distressed individuals have been observed to lose emotional 
control and lash out at their caregivers ... Affected individuals are forced to seek methods of 
bearing their losses and to find ways to negotiate their social world. (Dewar, 1)

Suffering a catastrophic illness or injury forces substantial changes in one’s view of self and, 
consequently, in the way one interacts with others.  [Another researcher] describes the effect 
of chronic illness on the self as a loss of self.  She indicates that health conditions force 
individuals to change the focus of their lives.  (Dewar,1)

[other researchers] found that an increase in physical symptoms diminishes coping resources 
and decreases emotional strength.  (Dewar,2)

Although some aspects of suffering lessen, some emotions, particularly sorrow and anger, 
persist.  Although participants are able to live with the reality of their situation, the situation 
is never acceptable.  These findings are consistent with the concept of chronic sorrow that has
been described in relation to multiple sclerosis and other chronic illnesses ... The concept of 
chronic sorrow suggests that feelings of loss are never completely resolved and are triggered 
in relation to various life events when individuals become aware of their losses.  Given the 
emotional distress that the patient endures, nurses and other health care professionals need to 
accept and support the individual’s need to express emotions such as anger, sorrow, and 
despair in all phases of the illness.  (Dewar,6)

Eating the Underworld is [Doris Brett’s] reworked diary, poems ... and fairytales concocted 
around the issues that arise in her ... encounter with ovarian cancer.... A clinical psychologist 
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herself, Brett sees ironies in her situation. For many years she has consulted for a large 
teaching hospital’s oncology department, instructing students in how to talk to people with 
life-threatening illnesses. She reviews the nostrums she regularly dispensed and concludes 
that “if I met myself now, I’d smack myself in the mouth”. (10,11)
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